
    Bass Heal Good (Lyrics) 

 

Hook: 
 
Word, the Earth, Bass Heal Good, Peace is first, Bass Heal Good 
(4 times) 
 
Verse: 

 
Collectively community we processing the things through 
Listening Assembly know we try to bring the peace true 
Paradigm folding to the future real hearts knew 
Spiritual intelligence recognize within you 
 
Fellow Servant, like the Bible said how we relate 
Very much a real experience living Air Space 
Flowing water energy a telepathic peace place 
Revelations all respect all within God's pace 
 
We were right a testimony round of validation 
Keep it low let the beat ride motivation 
Story true spirit in the molecules patient, chill (echo) ....you on vacation  
(meaning that when truly present with yourself  in the moment gratefully, the fun in the 
simple things awaken) 
 
 
Hook: 
 
Word, the Earth, Bass Heal Good, Peace is first, Bass Heal Good 
(4 times) 
 
 
Verse:  
 
We understand that living as a people can be difficult 
Help each other praying that the Team dealthy miracles 
Prayer dance exercise training in the physical 
Emotionally stabilize collectively we Spiritual 
 
 
 
 
 



Cultivation of the mind something to remember find 
Yourself within a Universe symposium G designed 
Nurture naturally thought to heal the day U remind 
Don't forget the habits read a bit a day living kind 
 
Possibly they figured out project to agitate a person 
Matter how we see it every channeling we learnin' 
Never panic present moment a reality rehearsin' 
For a bigger story contemplation carefully returnin' 
 
Division clips tries to separate the people energy 
Unaware the truth all the time hate rendering 
Peace clips to heal the world of all the evil tensioning 
Forgiveness meditation let the devil flee conventioning 
 
 
Hook: 
 
Word, the Earth, Bass Heal Good, Peace is first, Bass Heal Good 
(4 times) 
 
 
 
Outro: 
 
Peace. To "gratefully nice to be busy". Take your time. Remember that the Wellness 
community loves you. Regardless of what agitations try to push. The hate is evil and 
God is love, and God ain't playin'. And thanks and peace to the "The blended lemon 
garlic honey tea people". To protect the heart and lungs. Everyday is a clean slate for 
healing. And true, it seems the Unreconciled Prophetic truth is on its way in reconciling. 
God help us. Strong together. And peace to "Don't you have a sweetie?" Owlin Monks 
unite, we're all on a journey. "Ohhmmmm". And to "a little sense of wonder in our life", 
We know that automation is the future. Lets get in tune without a trade liquidity grabs. 
Peace. Peace to and giving thanks for: "God's Supreme Court Judges" Revelations G 
Universe Owlin peace. Agitation is agitation. 
…love is what it is, and it ain't what it's not. Peace. Senpai/Kohai tradition is (for) 
Lifetime, and a matter of respect between Teacher/Student and Student sharing with 
the Teacher. It's always something to be understood. Respect. Like Rhyme Fathers and 
Rhyme Mothers sharing their peace throughout the world. The understanding is always 
supposed to be there. We helped people be peaceful, so when bully agitators bother the 
peace, it upsets the global Alpha Teams...giving thanks for our shared peace.  

 


